
LEADING AND MOTIVATING A TEAM ESSAY

Allows employees to share in the success of an organisation motivating them to succeed both individually and within a
team. Explain the role that communication plays in establishing a common sense of purpose (16 marks) Communication
plays a key role in establishing and.

Developing a shared sense of purpose drives employee engagement. Actually, Shackleton, stressed that it
gives a company critical edge to solve problems it has. Our performance appraisals are a series of constructive,
developmental discussions, between line managers and their reports. Communications most important role is
to inspire others and to convey a passion for an organisation which other people can get behind. Works allows
people to live. Peer to peer communication helps to build a knowledge base amongst staff and allows staff to
test out and fine tune ideas and work together more effectively. Robbins, S. Assessors will normally award
marks for every AC and then total them into a percentage. Basically, Osteraker, argued that through research
conducted by the management officials in an organisation, the basic needs of members can be identified and
satisfied through the growth and implementation of motivation programs. The lessons would draw upon real
life experiences across multiple disciplines that had application in life. Feedback was as follows. PHI Centre
number Setting Direction The team leader gives the team direction and then gives them rules and policies
designed to move the team towards fulfilling its goals. Currently we are just offering the Award in Leadership
and Team Skills. More essays like this:. The leader must recognise the diversity of team members but mesh
these individuals skills and aptitudes together so that each member is engaged by their work and shares a sense
of satisfaction in the teams achievements as a whole. This is done in the following ways: High levels of
employee engagement A sense of purpose leads employees to feel motivated and committed to the
organisation. Some companies conduct meetings where employees are recognised for good work in front of
their colleagues. A twenty-something hired this year can expect to find that they working with colleagues who
are older than they are by fifty or more years. The basis of his theory discusses the importance of being
comfortable with certain needs before moving on to the next desired need. In order to maintain a shared sense
of purpose communications should be targeted to the people you wish to reach. When we suggest factors or
needs that determine the motivation of employees in the workplace, almost everyone would immediately think
of a high salary Employees need to feel a sense of purpose for being at work â€” a motivation to work for
somebody else and to remain committed every day. Eileen Ford from a well-established modeling agency
defines leadership Give 3 examples of the differences. Essay Topic: Communication , Leadership Sorry, but
copying text is forbidden on this website! One to one communication between managers and there team such
as appraisals and one to one meetings are also key to creating sense of shared purpose. The role, style, skill set
and personality of each person on the team can be different and the leader of the team should be skilled at the
ways to lead the team to meet their objectives and goals. If a staff moves out of a team, this investment in
learning about the team and its tasks does not translate elsewhere and is lost. Maintaining these benefits
motivates many employees to stay with a business and do well in the company. Methods and preventive
measures can be formulated towards problems the company has. Communications most important role is to
inspire others and to convey a passion for an organisation which other people can get behind. Others may be
happy to accept a less competitive pay package in exchange for doing work that they enjoy. Of course leading
is more important then being just part of a team. Rowden, R. My persuasion skills were also thought to be
strong as was ability to motivate and empathise and bring people round to my way of thinking.


